ADVENTURE

ADRENALINE
for the

AESTHETE

Far left (bike), Rob Penn/Getty Images; Right, mphotoi.com.

HIKE YOUR HEART OUT, GET CARRIED AWAY
KITEBOARDING, EXPLORE THE WORLD
UNDERSEA—THEN COME BACK TO THESE CHIC
RETREATS FOR SOME TRUE BEAUTY REST.
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WHAT
Snorkeling, Outrigger Canoeing, SUP, Golf
WHERE

Big Island, Hawaii

Piet Boon Bonaire

Kohanaiki

WHAT
Scuba Diving
WHERE

Bonaire

STAY
Kohanaiki
The Kona Coast of Hawaii’s Big Island
boasts some of America’s most
pristine coral reefs. That alone makes
it a prime destination for snorkeling
and swimming, but when you add in
the possibilities of spotting dolphins
and sea turtles while underwater it
becomes a true bucket-list item. The
wide array of other adrenaline-inducing
water adventures—think outings on
the bright blue Pacific on Hawaiian
outrigger canoes and sailing canoes,
stand-up paddleboards, surfboards,
and body boards, all available at the
private 450-acre Kohanaiki Golf &
Ocean Club—only adds to the instant
appeal.
Four years and $65 million in the
making, the 67,000-square-foot

Kohanaiki Clubhouse and Spa—
designed by Zak Architecture as a
modern, elegant interpretation of
Hawaii’s early huts—is worth the
$150,000 membership initiation
fee and $25,000 in annual dues
associated with owning a home (from
$3 million to $30 million; kohanaiki
.com) in the private community. (The
development does not have a hotel.)
Eleven-plus miles of cedar decking
promise unrestrained opportunity to
enjoy the picture-perfect surroundings,
but a chop house and sushi bar, cigar
lounge, speakeasy Scotch bar, wine
and cheese room, private brewery,
four-lane bowling alley, movie theater,
swimming pools, fitness center, and
holistic spa entice guests inside, too.

Walls and flooring integrate natural
stone, volcanic rock, and coral, all in
line with the region’s natural landscape.
The ultimate playground is also home
to a library of rare Hawaiian literature,
which is in good company with
the museum-level gallery housing
indigenous artifacts and art, including
a collection of 11 signed navigation
prints by great Hawaiian artist Herb
Kane. The clubhouse also serves as the
starting-off point for the club’s 18-hole,
Rees Jones–designed golf course,
where six holes border the ocean for
spectacular views.
—Kathryn Romeyn
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STAY
Piet Boon Bonaire
Fifty miles north of Venezuela, the
114-square-mile Caribbean island
of Bonaire has been a sanctuary
for divers ever since Captain Don
Stewart, a pioneer of diving and reef
conservation, arrived in 1962 and
named most of the 86 easily accessible
sites. One hundred percent of the
waters and more than 20 percent
of the island are a protected marine
sanctuary and national park, which
leads to a continued abundance of
350 recorded fish species and at least
57 species of coral in the pristine
waters. While many Caribbean dive
areas have been destroyed by overuse
from fishing, recreation water sports,
and high-rise development, Bonaire
remains full of life, making every
journey underwater remarkable.
Book a weeklong stay and go
straight from the plane to your first
dive with VIP Diving (vipdiving.com).
Allow its dive butler service to take you
on private excursions with a maximum
of four divers to Bonaire’s narrow
fringing reef, which practically begins
at the shoreline, making these the best
54 shore dives on the planet with easy
access and entry. Head to Salt Pier
and see the only Caribbean island that
has salt mountains like snow. When
there are no ships alongside, the area
is some of the island’s best diving for
spotting the chain moray eel. Take a
few steps into the water, snorkel out in

the clear aquamarine sea, and descend
near the pylons to visit large schools of
fish as well as octopi, turtles, tarpon,
barracuda, and Caribbean reef squid
that gather there.
The next day, visit the bright pink
flamingos at Karpata or Gotomeer
lagoon, and head to Tolo on the
northern part of the island for leisurely
dives with massive colorful sponges
and corals including blade coral, purple
finger sponge, star coral, and elephant
ear sponges that make this dive site
spectacular. The largest sponges are
between 60 and 80 feet, but snorkelers
will find coral in abundance as well
as juvenile fish. Look for razor-sharp
surgeonfish, scorpion fish, honeycomb
cowfish, and flounders galore. The

water is warm (about 80 degrees all
year), calm, and inviting.
The Dutch island is home to Piet
Boon Bonaire (from $3,500/week;
pietboonbonaire.com), a collection
of 10 freestanding villas named for
its Amsterdam-based architect. Each
is inspired by the traditional salt
mine workers’ homes found on the
island, but modernized with a cool
gray-neutral palette, contemporary
furnishings, high ceilings, and locally
sourced materials including wood,
coral, and partitions made of bonecolored pebbles and crisp white linens.
Each has its own pool; half are located
directly on the sea. w
—Lisa Niver
Spring 2017
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Villa Naya

WHAT
Kiteboarding, Kitesurfing

WHAT
Swimming with Whale Sharks and Manta Rays

WHERE

WHERE

Paros, Greece

The Maldives
Villa Athalia

STAY
Milaidhoo Island, St. Regis, and the Jumeirah Vittaveli
From June to November each year,
the world’s largest groupings of manta
rays gather in Hanifaru Bay, within
the jewel-toned UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve of Baa Atoll. The peaceful
aquatic giants—with wingspans that
average 9 feet—don’t mind hosting
visitors in the form of snorkelers
and swimmers. (Elsewhere one can
stand-up paddle above the rays as
they swim.) Whale sharks are the
other fantastical draw of this idyllic
underwater sanctuary. The slow, gentle
creatures are harmless to humans who
can swim alongside them, and are
staggering in size, reaching up to
40 feet.
A trio of openings offers a variety
of accommodations for design-lovers.
Located over the warm turquoise
waters of the Baa Atoll, couple-friendly
boutique resort Milaidhoo Island
(from $1,575; milaidhoo.com) offers an
immersion in Maldivian everything, with
50 villas designed by local architect
Mohamed Shafeeq that are outfitted

exclusively with indigenous materials,
hand-selected and custom-made
décor that represents breezy, barefoot
Maldives style. Guests can also dine
at the region’s only Maldivian-cuisine
restaurant. The brand-new St. Regis
Maldives Vommuli Resort (from $1,976;
starwoodhotels.com)—where one can
also snorkel with dolphins—is truly
jaw-dropping, thanks to a natureinspired contemporary look by WOW
Architects and Warner Wong Design
that includes a bar shaped like a
whale shark and honey-hued timber
interiors that offset the azure of the
atoll. Palatial luxury ensconces guests
at Jumeirah’s The Royal Residence
at Vittaveli (opening in March, from
$25,800; jumeirah.com), an over-thetop three-villa, five-bedroom residence
sleeping 10 adults and featuring
meticulous butler service, sculptural
bathtubs by Kelly Hoppen, two sandside pools, and a Nolte wine cellar
holding vino valued at $100,000.
—K.R.
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Jumeirah Vittaveli

Milaidhoo Island

Middle right, Riccardo Chiades/iStock. Opposite: Left, Ullstein Bild/Getty Images; top right, have seen/iStock; bottom, Felix Hug.

St. Regis

STAY
Bright Blue Villas
On the sandy western shore of Paros,
Pounda is famous for its strong
meltemi winds, which blow sideonshore from mid-June to September
in front of neighboring Antiparos,
creating a Venturi effect as it squeezes
between the two islands. These
conditions are sought for kiteboarding
and kitesurfing, and have made Paros
one of the world’s premier destinations
for the sports, not only for pros and
advanced riders but beginners, too.
The steady wind can result in up to
one-mile rides on Aegean water that
ranges from flat and clear to frothy
and choppy. The concierge team for
Bright Blue Villas (brightbluevillas
.com)—a villa rental company that
specializes in architectural gems not
frequently found for rent through other
companies—use their expertise to
book guests with top local providers
for lessons and access to ultimate
kiteboarding experiences.
Instead of a hotel room, opt for
an authentic Greek trophy home like
the award-winning Villa Naya (from
$3,200/week). The minimalist sixbedroom villa carves into a sloping
site on the western part of the island,
using iconic white walls typical to the
Cycladic landscape that marry natural
outdoor vistas with contemporary
spaces. Just steps from a stretch of
famously fine golden sand is Villa
Athalia (from $5,275/week), which
combines Cycladic architecture with
fresh all-white interiors by Malvina
Sarantitis, and a vast pool dotted with
clean-lined daybeds. Blue evil eyes,
natural stone, and expansive outdoor
dining and infinity pools are also
featured at the new Villa Hailey (from
$7,500/week) and Villa Primrose (from
$5,275/week), which has great access
to beaches including Pounda and
includes a private chef. w
—K.R.
Spring 2017
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WHAT
Heli-hiking, Snow Kitesurfing

WHAT
Muay Thai Boxing, Water Biking

WHERE

WHERE

Charlevoix, Québec

Koh Samui, Thailand
Hotel Le Germain Charlevoix

The Four Seasons Resort Koh Samui

STAY
Four Seasons Resort Koh Samui
As Thailand’s national sport, muay
thai, also known as Thai kickboxing,
is the main event on the country’s
second-largest island, Koh Samui—
when one isn’t lazing on a palm-fringed
beach, that is. Surely the world’s most
breathtaking place to practice the
so-called “art of eight limbs” is at Four
Seasons Resort Koh Samui’s (from
$813/night; fourseasons.com) new Bill
Bensley–designed training ring, where
instead of a sweaty gym enclosing
boxers, participants are surrounded
by sweeping vistas of the cerulean
Gulf of Thailand and vibrant green
jungle. Curious guests can dip a toe
in with an intro session or mini boot

camp (there’s a kids’ class, too), while
avid fans should opt for the immersive
package that includes VIP tickets to a
professional fight at Chaweng Boxing
Stadium, where a pro will provide
private commentary. Further training
and matches are available all over the
island, at countless specialized camps
and rings. For the less combative,
amphibious water bikes allow for
leisurely pedals through the surf.
Thanks to the ingenuity of worldfamous architect and landscape
designer Bensley—whose new book,
Escapism, explores some greatest hits—
the Four Seasons Resort Koh Samui
has maximum aesthetic impact and

a minimal footprint. Guests can take
a tour of his work—including the new
CoCoRum 50-meter pool and beach
bar, stilted villas decorated with local
crafts and custom artwork, and the
bromeliad-filled tamed jungle—guided
by the head gardener, and admire
one of his greatest accomplishments:
retaining 856 original coconut trees,
which penetrate pools, porches, and
interiors for a “sublime” effect.
—K.R.
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STAY
Hotel Le Germain Charlevoix
Charlevoix, a rugged and wild terrain,
lies about 75 minutes from Québec
City, where the Laurentian Mountains
shadow the St. Lawrence River, a
unique geography along the mighty
river’s 744-mile corridor. A meteor is
thought to have formed the narrow
valley. Charlevoix was designated a
UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve
in 1988.
The region is littered with
discoveries such as stunted forests,
rare sub-Arctic tundra ecosystems,
and Le Germain Hôtel Charlevoix
(from $152; legermainhotels.com).
The 145-room property spreads
across the footprint of what was
once Canada’s largest wooden
barn, which burned in 1997, scuttling
Cirque du Soleil co-founder Daniel
Gauthier’s vision to convert the barn
into a hotel. Undaunted, Gauthier
commissioned a five-building resort
from LEMAYMICHAUD Architecture
Design, a juxtaposed modern-bucolic
ambience of barn doors, exposed steel,
and accents shaped by Charlevoix
artisans.

Héli Charlevoix (heli-charlevoix.com)
whisks guests directly from the resort
to Haute-Gorge-de-la-Rivière-Malbaie
National Park, where moose yearlings
emerge from boreal forest marshlands,
or to the mountain for a prepared
picnic followed by a two-hour hike.
World champion kitesurfer Catherine
Dufour leads Suroît Aventures’
(suroitaventures.com) snow kitesurfing
classes beside the hotel in spring and
upon Baie-Saint-Paul come summer.
Hôtel Charlevoix concierges will
arrange river and sea kayaking and

guided hikes such as canyoning in
Saint-Joseph-de-la-Rive with premier
local guides who depart directly
from the resort. It’s best to plot one’s
adventure while aboard the custom
Train de Charlevoix, which conveys
guests from Québec City along the
sublime coastline directly to the hotel’s
private station. w
—Crai Bower
Spring 2017
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WHAT
River Rafting, Rock Climbing

Hotel Jerome

WHERE

Aspen, Colorado

Longer days, fewer tourists, and low
room rates make spring an ideal
time to visit Aspen. Mid-April, when
the lifts stop turning and the snow
starts melting, adrenaline junkies can
hit the Roaring Fork River. Ride the
Slaughterhouse Falls section for Class
IV rapids or take on gentler waters
in the Upper Fork and Middle Fork.
Half-day trips (aspenwhitewater.com)
include all gear, hotel pickup, and
snacks or lunch. At Independence Pass,
Colorado’s highest paved highway
that summits the Continental Divide
at 12,095 feet, the gate opens to cars
just before Memorial Day, revealing
a high-alpine playground with rock
faces for climbers, abandoned
mining towns for history buffs, and
miles of trails for hikers. Interpretive

guided excursions (aspennature.org)
introduce hikers to flora, fauna, and
history along key treks such as the
Grottos Trail and the Lost Man trail, an
8.8-mile hike (one way) that delivers
see-forever views from the top of the
pass. For those willing to climb higher,
many of Colorado’s 58 fourteeners,
including the tallest (Mount Elbert),
are within reach of Aspen. Head to
the summit with an experienced guide
(aspenalpineguides.com), necessary
during the spring when parts of the
trail are snow-covered. Before setting
out, climbers partake in a pre-hike
training day to assess fitness levels
and mountaineering skills. Off the
mountain, the historic (1889) Hotel
Jerome (from $360; hoteljerome
.com) makes a comfortable basecamp.

A renovation in 2012 added a new
restaurant, a living room–style lounge,
and a spa. The work of interior designer
Todd-Avery Lenahan of TAL-Studio,
Las Vegas, and Aspen-based architects
Rowland + Broughton preserved the
hotel’s original details, notably the
Chippendale chinoiserie bar of the
iconic J-Bar, a casual spot for a posthike burger and brew. The hotel’s 93
rooms are chic and airy with burnished
leather bed frames, cashmere curtains,
and mountain views. In December, the
hotel plans to unveil eight units in the
adjacent Aspen Times Building. w

Robert Cicchetti/iStock; bottom right, Ozgurdonmaz/iStock .

STAY
Hotel Jerome

BEAUTY MEETS COMFORT & FIT

—Kim Fredericks
AVA I L A B L E AT N E I M A N M A R C U S & F I N E J E W E L E R S W O R L D W I D E
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The Ranch at Rock Creek

WHAT
Snowga, Horseback Riding
WHERE

Montana

STAY
The Ranch at Rock Creek

rugs and throws, antler accents and
cowhides, and local antiques like a
vintage blue stove at the heart of
the indoor/outdoor Blue Canteen
dining space. Due to regular estatesale shopping, the spaces—from
canvas cabins to a converted barn—
are constantly evolving. The latest
update features John Deere tractor
parts repurposed in a kitchen façade,
rare US Cavalry tack, tintypes of
Western movie stars, and rodeo buckle
collections. w

Elevated perspective.
From the heights of Camelback Mountain, you’ll see a different view of luxury.
Let Sanctuary’s Asian spa, mountain casitas and sunset views from the elements
dining deck inspire your new definition of what travel can be.
Middle, Gordon Gregory

The Ranch at Rock Creek (from
$900; theranchatrockcreek.com),
south of Glacier National Park, found
a way to improve on both yoga and
snowshoeing with snowga, which
blends the active practices with
meditation for a total mind-body
experience. Think vigorous climbing
to a snowy mountaintop for frontierthemed standing poses like Mountain,
Eagle, and Warrior, then a guided
nature trek back to “civilization” for
an essential oils workshop and hot
tea. Horseback riding is another
way to soak up Montana’s big skies,
sagebrush-dotted hills, and miles of
picturesque trails, suited to all skill
levels.
Santa Fe–based designer Jet
Zarkadas had the enviable job
of transforming a 19th-century
homestead and cattle ranch into a
lavish resort worthy of five stars while
retaining its authentic charm. The
area’s culture and heritage influenced
the design, seen in early snapshots of
frontier life from the Montana Historical
Society that dot walls, woven Navajo

10% Off Best Sanctuary Rate plus full breakfast daily, through May 25, 2017*

866.232.7858 | SanctuaryAZ.com | Scottsdale, AZ
“World’s Best ” – Travel + Leisure, 2008 –2 015

—K.R.
* For special of fer, mention “MasterCard Luxur y” and pay with MasterCard. Cannot be combined with any other of fer.
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WHAT
Mountain Trekking, Hiking, Biking
WHERE

Sri Lanka

STAY
Santani
As an island, Sri Lanka is ringed in
sandy beaches and surfable teal waves,
but much of the real adventure is found
in its interior. Around the last ancient
capital of Kandy is a mountainous,
bio-diverse rainforest ready to be
explored by foot or mountain bike.
Dozens of hikes and trails wind through
the emerald-tinged region, providing
beginner to advanced challenges
that may weave through tea estates
or pause for refreshingly icy waterfall
showers or river bathing. Some of Sri
Lanka’s 400-plus bird species also
make appearances. Take a full day to
summit Gombaniya, the Everest of the
remote Knuckles Mountain Range. The
range is part of the Central Highlands
of Sri Lanka, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
It’s impossible to miss the mountains
when staying in one of Santani’s

(from $352; santani.lk) airy stilted
villas, inspired by both 16th-century
Tampita Vihara architecture and
caves—they have just one open side
(in this case, floor-to-ceiling glass
revealing the dramatic landscape)
to minimize peripheral stimulation
during meditation and turn guests’
focus to 48 acres of nearly untouched
nature. Sri Lankan architect Thisara
Thanapathy created luxurious Amanstyle minimalism with an eco-friendly
footprint at the Ayurvedic-based
wellness retreat and spa —the main
building’s floor is pine wood salvaged
from a tea factory, and there is no
air conditioning or need for it—with
the purpose of creating a spacious
indoor-outdoor environment (even the
spa suites have only three walls) that
breeds ultimate calm and relaxation. u
—K.R.
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